Architect Series® and Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - In-Swing Brickmould Options
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Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - Aluminum-Clad Wood Frame In-Swing Doors
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Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections – Aluminum-Clad Wood Frame In-Swing Transoms and Sidelights

CIRCLEHEAD, ELLIPTICAL, ARCH HEAD TRANSOMS

SIDELIGHT GLASS PANEL

DIRECT SET SIDELIGHT

RECTANGULAR TRANSOM
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ED-79
Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - Wood Frame In-Swing Doors
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Dashed lines indicate variable frame depth.
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Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - Aluminum-Clad Wood Frame Out-Swing Doors
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Optional Fold-out Installation Fin

Frame Height

Frame Width

Active / Inactive Astragal

Active / Inactive Hinge Jamb

Low Profile Vent Sill

Vent Head

Vent Sill

Lock Jamb

Hinge Jamb

Primary Fin

Fold-out Fin


ED-82
Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - Aluminum-Clad Wood Frame Out-Swing Sidelights
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Pella® Entry Doors

Unit Sections - Wood Frame Out-Swing Sidelights
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